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1. Introduction

Til« most fundamental parameter in the characterization of any free stable polyatomic particle
(molecule, fullereue, polymer or cluster) is its dissociation energy. It is of great importance
since it reflects structural and dynamical properties of the system under investigation and is of
major relevance in any activated process the particle can undergo.
Therefore, numerous methods have been developed to extract the dissociation energies front
various properties of the systems. These activities have been a major part of research in physical
chemistry during most of the 20"" century. Many models exist that equate the rate of disinte-
gration at a known excitation, to the dissociation energy [1-8]. However, such a determination
of dissociation energies is rather indirect and depends on the characteristics of the respective
model as well as on a number of often implicit assumptions about the systems' properties. It
is thus vulnerable to systematic uncertainties of all kind.
A new procedure [9] allows a direct measurement of dissociation energies without any assump-
tions on how the disintegration pro<:ess proceeds. It does oot rely on any model of the system,
of its disintegration behavior or of other properties.
As an example, we have determined the dissociation energies of a series of gold clusters Ati*
[0, 10]. Tim resulting dissociation energies show no energy dependence and are typically about
one order of magnitude more accurate than values from traditional analyses. Thus, the new
method allows to experimentally set benchmarks for any theory which attempts to describe
activated processes of polyatomic systems.

2. Method

The basic idea of the new method [9] is to compare the excitation energy EA of a sequential
decay

.4 -> B -> C (1)

with the corresponding energy Ea of the single decay

B -> C (2)

that leads to the same firuil product. When the single decay process (2) depends in a measurable
way on the amount of excitation energy present, it can be used as an unealibrated thermometer
for the last step of tlie sequential reaction (1), Adjusting either of the two excitation energies £U
aud Be to produce the same reading of the thermometer, the difference iu excitation energies,
EA — JEBI is a direct measure of the energy consumed in the first step of the sequential decay,
which is essentially the dissociation energy of A.
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2.1 Decay Hate as a Thermometer

The rate k of unimolecular decay upon photoexcitation may serve as a thermometer to measure
the energy content of the intermediate reaction product. In the case of free gold cluster ions,
process (1) reads

Aii* -» /!«+_, -» ylttt.ii (3)

and is compared to the corresponding single-step process

.4u*_, -> A«j-2 (4)

at the same rate k for the build-up of the product AuJ_3. The dissociation energy £>„ of the

cluster Auj is then given by

«•hern B^ and Bp/,,„-i are the photoexcitation energies of the respective cluster sizes, £#,,„
and i?tfi,n-i are their initial thermal energies and EKEB. ia the kinetic ejiergy of the evaporated
atom in the first step of the sequence. The contributions of both the thermal, energy and the
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Figm« 1: Rates of fragmentation as a function of pbotwixritutiOD energy for the decays Axi^
ami Auf, -* Au?; (fruin ref. |9J).

Attfq -* Auft,

KER lead to only small corrections, 'fhe thermal energy is given by approximately 0.021 cV per
vibrational liegree of froeilom, as calculated from the bulk heat capacities. A Debye approach
results in the very similar value of 0.020eV. Tlie kinetic energy release is a )m«isurable quantity
[16-18], but in view of the small magnitude of the correction, a calculated estimate suffices
here. Figure 1 iiJnscraMs the <iei;«n:rtmal;ion of the dissociation energy of /iwJY where the daaiy
rates serve as a thermometer. Tlio decay rates have been measured by pulsed laser excitation
of size-selected cluster ions stored in a Penning trap [9]. As the measurements show, the decay
rates of th« l>mt step of the; sequential reaction y4«f7 —> Au^s -> Aufc and the singlc-istep
reaction Au^Vl + Aufr, as a function of photoexcitation energy show the same dependence on
the «xdtwiion energy with the only difference of an energetic shift of 3.47(6) eV. By u.se of
eq. (5) this translates into a dissociation energy of the -<lief7 cluster of 3.37(9) eV.
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2.2 Branching Ratio as a Thermometer

Alternatively, iu the case of small, even-size group-11-eleineut clusters (CuJ, Ay*, Au£) the
energy-dependent decay pathway branching ratio [11,12] can bo used as a thermometer [10j.
In this case the sequential reaction

(/l)

(h)
is compared to the single-step reaction

AuL, CA)
(A)

(6)

(7)

at the same brauchiug ratio /2//1 of the products A«J_S (after neutral dinier evaporation) and
A-i't-i (after neutral monomer evaporation). Again, the dissociation energy is given by eq. (5)
Figure 2 shows the branching ratios as a function of photoexcitatiou energy for the detenni-
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Figure 2: Braiidmig ratios afl a fuuctioii of photoexcitalion energy for the dCTenmriauon of Uie dissfidation
energies of A»f4 (top picture) and A«^ (bottom picture). From ref. [1U].

nation of the dissociation energies of Auft and An{c. The energetic differences of 3.31(5) eV
in the case of Auft (top picture) and 3.15(7) eV in the cas<; of .Au/j, (bottom picture) translate
via eq. (S) into dissociation energies of £>u—3.24(7) eV and D16=3.03(9) eV, respectively.

3. Results and Outlook

The new method has been applied to gold cluster ions An£ of sizes n=14-24. Figure 3 shows tl»>
resulting monomer dissociation energies. Open symbols give thn values from the new method
with the decay rate as thennonietei'. Full symbols represent values from the decay branching
ratio as thermometer. As can be seon. the values from the independent methods agree within
statistical uncertainties. The now method is currently applied to the vanadium cluster V'|'(,
where a precise knowledge of the dissociation energy is required for a study of radiative cooling
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Figure 3: Dissociation energies of dusters ytyj 0=14-24 (from ref. (1(1]). Opeu symbol« correepoud to val-
ue« from the decay rate as thfirmometr-r, whereas full aymbole represent values from the branching rariew us

from transition metal clusters [16]. Furthermore, the method is currently extended to the
determination of dimer dissociation energies, and to the binding energy of a niethanol molecule
to a gold cluster.
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